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For a man to look his best, he needs to wear the right kind of clothes.  If his outfit is too loose or too
tight, it can ruin his entire image. Similarly, the wrong style can be equally damaging.  To find the
right mens shirts London is the ideal place to shop.  Emmett London has been serving the menâ€™s
community since 2006, steadily earning a reputation for stellar menswear and accessories.

For dress shirts Jermyn Street has been the one-stop-shopping district most British men rely on for
quality single cuff shirts â€“ as well as numerous other styles and hot trends.

Single Cuff Shirts

Always classic, single cuff shirts are one of the trendiest mens shirts London has to offer.  Single
cuff shirts fasten with a simple, single button â€“ making them easy to wear with no need for a cufflink.

Emmett Londonâ€™s single cuff shirts come in a variety of different colours and styles to meet your
personal preferences.  As the most â€œformalâ€• style, single cuff shirts are often best worn with formal
eveningwear.

Slim Fit Shirts

Another popular style of dress shirts Jermyn Street features are slim fit shirts.  Available in a wide
variety of colours and cuff styles, slim fitting shirts are a fashionable trend that can be tailor made to
your specifications.  Slim fit shirts fit closely to your body but still give you plenty of room to move
around freely.

Slim fit menâ€™s dress shirts are popular because men enjoy feeling confident with this flattering look. 
Emmett London is proud to offer different slim fit styles that will suit your body type and leave you
looking smart and sophisticated.

Men who know how to wear shirts properly and how to blend colours can make a significant image
for themselves.  According to a leading menâ€™s magazine, men should not be afraid to try new fabrics,
colours and styles.  Men who experiment with different looks will find out what suits them best so
they always present the most stylish image. 

Finding the right dress shirt is effortless thanks to the variety of styles offered at Emmett London on
Jermyn Street.
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Dylan Jones - About Author:
Emmett London offers  dress shirts jermyn street, jermyn st shirts, jermyn street shops, a mens
shirts london, slim fit shirts, single cuff shirts, jermyn street stores, single cuff shirt, single cuff, a
double cuff, london jermyn street, single cuff double cuff, cord shirts, a shirts london, london shirts,
jermyn street shirts etc. These are made to traditional English standards of quality from fine and
unusual fabrics.
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